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How do we setup, structure, and seed messages, 
conversations, and networks of communication to solve 

organizational problems? 
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Enchiladas and incident management

"Can you summarize the event for us?" 
"How much?" 

"is it stopped?" 
"how long?" 

"where was it?" 
"how bad was it?" 

"is the cause clear?"



OUTLINE
• Welcome	


• Safety Meetings for Nuclear Power Oversight	


• Research Agenda	


• Questions and Answers
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NUCLEAR POWER SAFETY 
OVERSIGHT MEETINGS



KEY FINDINGS
• The inspectors engaged in collective communication design.	


• Multiple, competing, and (at times) contradictory ideals shaped their 
communicative practice and collective communication design work. 	


• Following best practices for organizational safety and reliability, 
solved problems in their inspection work while exacerbating others. 	


• Intervening in their collective design work offered resources for 
negotiating these contradictory ideals and the intwined problems of 
inspection work. 
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office meeting
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Three questions and the process sketch

1.	
 How does the organization gather 
pertinent daily operational information 
and assign meaning and communicate 
to accomplish the safety oversight 
function?	

!
2.	
 What are the communication 
practices of the network of inspectors 
onsite and their leadership and 
support at the regional office?	

!
3.	
 How do these practices 
contribute to the effective transfer of 
information and meaning?	
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Logs & control room OR yesterday follow-up	
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Repeat	
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“Permission to enter the control room?”
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GROUNDED PRACTICAL THEORY AND 
COMMUNICATION DESIGN METHODOLOGY
• “empirical examination of discourse practices,	


• critical analysis based on comparison of practices with an ideal model,	


• a specification of designable features, 	


• a proposed redesign, 	


• examination of the change in practice that follows from 
implementation of the design” (Jackson, 2002, p. 110). 
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STATUS MEETINGS 
GET THE FACTS	


GET THE RIGHT INFORMATION 
TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE AT THE 

RIGHT TIME



STATUS MEETINGS: MULTIPLE 
DILEMMAS

• Safety: Are we in danger? how do we know? 	


• Information management: Get the right information to the right people at the right time 	


• Meaning engagement practice: What does this mean for safety? 	


• Regulation: What should the regulatory action be? 	


• Learning: do we agree about what we are doing and do we all know how we are 
doing it?	


• Value: Is it clear that our inspection work helps make the plants safer?
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DESIGNABLE FEATURES

• what and how much 
information	


• how to communicate	


• audience
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SITUATED IDEALS
transmit information and make meaning	


deal with ambiguity concretely	


make status meetings boring and interesting	


focus on the past and the present



PROPOSED REDESIGN
• Awareness and Reflexivity	


• Fit, Fragmentation, and Function	


• Storytelling	


• Systematic Experimentation
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OUTLINE
• Welcome	


• Safety Meetings for Nuclear Power Oversight	


• Research Agenda	


• Questions and Answers
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Institutional 
theory

Information 
behavior

Communication 
design

	
 Knowledge intensive work	

	
 Difficult interprofessional conversations	

	
 Knowledge networks	

	
 Designing conversations about analytics	

	
 Interaction design and transactive memory systems	

	
 Testing organizational change messaging	

Research 	

Engaged scholarship - PRACADEMIC 
Teaching	

	
 Research as teaching (e.g., clickers)	

	
 Research in teaching (e.g., evidence based practice	

	
 Teaching through research (e.g., research teams)	

	
 	

	
 	

!
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Teaching as Research
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Research in Teaching

• Photographic study of time in restaurant 
kitchens paired with research paper on the 
influence of time in organizing.	

• An analysis of the normative claims 
about workplace relationships made in the 
television show The Office	

• Essay documenting the Mexican-
American mural movement in Pilsen (a 
neighborhood in Chicago) drawing on 
research on community and social 
movement development and interviews 
with community leaders and artists.	

• Research-based grant proposal for 
developing a multisite afterschool program 
to teach high school students about the 
music business partnered with community 
organizations
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Research as Teaching
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Research as Teaching
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How do we setup, structure, and seed messages, 
conversations, and networks of communication to solve 

organizational problems? 
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"The immediate product of design is some intervention into 
ongoing activity (e.g., a device, a service, an interactional 

format) that might or might not affect the activity in the way the 
design expects. The design of information and communication 

technology is grounded in some idea about how 
communication works and ought to work.”


Aakhus and Jackson, 2005 

“…make communication possible that was once difficult, 
impossible or unimagined. Communication design happens 

when there is an intervention into some ongoing activity 
through the invention of techniques, devices, and procedures 

that aim to redesign interactivity and thus shape the 
possibilities for communication.”


Aakhus, 2007



ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
Messages


• App / quiz to enable community members’ local adoption of low impact development technologies (Scott, 
White, Politte, Collard, Saathoff, Baltensperger, Zehcman, Barbour, Sprintston, A., in press)


• Narrative message design in issues management for global public health initiatives (Barbour, Doshi, and 
Hernandez, under review) — Presented at Teaching Demonstration


• Sophistication in messages created by stakeholders about organizational change (Barbour, Jacocks, Wesner, 
2013)


Conversations


• Collective design of communication formats for safety oversight of nuclear power plants (Barbour & Gill, 
2014)


• Conversations about health issues and health campaigns in organizational contexts (Harrison et al., 2011)


• The Prosperity Game Project: Studying the design of large group interventions (Barge, Barbour, Issacson, 
2014) November).


Systems


• Volunteer response organizing and institutionalized preparedness implementation pre-crisis (Chinn & 
Barbour, 2013, Barbour & Chinn, under review)


• Inter-professional knowledge management in hazards materials response knowledge networks (Barbour & 
Bierling; Sommer, Barbour, & Bierling)
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Slides and related materials available at 
 http://www.macromorphic.com/barbourut
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